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Abstract

We report an experimental investigation of electromagnetically induced transparency in a multi-level cascade syste
85Rb atoms. The absorption spectral profiles of the probe light and their dependence on the intensity of the coupling la
investigated. The experimental measurements agree with the theoretical calculations.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)[1]
is a quantum interference effect that permits pr
agation of light through an opaque atomic medi
without attenuation, it was first proposed in 1989[2]
and experimentally verified in 1991[3]. Since then,
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theoretical and experimental studies of EIT have
tracted great attention due to their potential appli
tions in many fields, such as low light nonlinear o
tics [4], quantum information[5], atomic frequency
standard[6], and so on. Early studies were carri
out with hot atoms in vapor cells. In the hot atom
medium, the interaction time between the atoms
the laser fields is short which leads to the trans
broadening. Also, the collisions in the hot atom
medium may severely shorten the coherence de
time. Recently, many groups explored the EIT p
.
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nomena using the laser cooled atoms. There are
eral advantages in the cold atoms[7]. Firstly, because
of the low temperature of the cold atoms, the Dopp
broadening effect is effectively minimized, which re
ders it possible to explore EIT-type nonlinear opti
phenomena involving odd number of photons. S
ondly, the lower collision rates in the cold atomi
sample reduce the decoherence rate.

Early experimental studies of EIT in the cold atom
were mainly carried out in rubidium atoms[8–10].
Subsequently, the EIT based nonlinear optical p
nomena were studied[4,11], which led to the recen
experiments on the resonant nonlinear optics at
light intensity. A very steep slope of refractive ind
and the extremely low group velocity of probe lig
have been obtained in the cold EIT mediums[12],
which have been used to demonstrate light stor
and recall based on the coherent excitation transfe
tween the photons and the atoms[13]. Recently, elec-
tromagnetically induced grating (EIG)[14,15]was re-
alized in the cold atoms. Clarke and van Wijngaard
experimentally compared the EIT phenomena betw
the hot atoms and the cold atoms[16], and Ahufin-
ger et al. compared the EIT phenomena between
cold atoms above and below the transition tempera
for Bose–Einstein condensation[17]. These studies
on EIT and the related phenomena in the cold ato
provided intensive understanding of the atomic coh
ence and interference in the fundamental interac
between the light field and the atoms[18–23].

EIT in cascade systems has been studied
fore [24], but EIT in the multi-level cascade system
and their possible applications have not been fu
explored, there are few experimental studies of E
in multi-level systems such as the cascade sys
Although essential physics about EIT has been
derstood well from the studies of the simple thre
level systems, there are several interesting feature
the complicated multi-level systems. First, it is pos
ble to create multiple EIT windows in such system
which will simultaneously support slow group velo
ities for two or more probe pulses at different fr
quencies. As discussed in Ref.[25], two light fields
propagating with slow group velocities have adva
tage to efficiently produce the quantum entanglem
The complicated multi-level systems supporting sl
group velocities for multiple light fields may pro
vide such interesting possibilities. Second, multi-leve
-EIT systems may be useful for nonlinear light ge
eration processes[19,26]. In the simple three-leve
EIT system, degenerate four-wave mixing can be
hanced due to the reduction of the light absorpt
near the EIT window. Since the complicated mu
level systems exhibit multiple EIT windows, the no
degenerate four-wave mixing processes may be
ciently produced by choosing the pump fields w
frequencies near the multiple EIT windows.

Recently, McGloin et al.[27] theoretically studied
an N -level EIT system with several coupling field
and found that the spectral profiles were quite diff
ent from that in the simple three-level EIT system
The cascade EIT system was studied in a vapor
at room temperatures[28,29] and the EIT for reso
nant two-photon transitionsin rubidium atomic vapors
was reported by Xu et al.[30]. In our previous work,
the multi-window EIT produced by bichromatic co
pling fields was demonstrated[31]. Here, we repor
an experimental study of EIT in a multi-level casca
system in cold85Rb atoms. Our experiments were c
ried out with the D2 transitions in85Rb atoms. It is
advantageous to study the multi-level EIT in the85Rb
atoms with closely spaced hyperfine levels that p
duce the multiple EIT windows with a moderate co
pling field. We apply an intense coupling field th
is nearly resonant with the three sets of transiti
among the 5P3/2 and 5D5/2 levels, and investigate th
probe absorption spectra with multiple spectral pe
and the dependence of the probe absorption profile
the intensities of the coupling laser. Our experimen
measurements agree with the theoretical calculations

2. Multi-level EIT system

We consider cascade EIT system shown inFig. 1(a),
an intense coupling laser with frequencyωc drives the
transition|2〉 → |3〉, and a weak probe laser with fre
quencyωp drives the transition|1〉 → |2〉. ∆c and
∆p are frequency detuning of the coupling laser a
the probe laser, respectively. EIT occurs when
coupling and the probe laser frequencies satisfy
two-photon resonant condition:∆c = ∆p. Scanning
the probe laser around the transition|1〉 → |2〉, a typi-
cal double-peaked EIT spectrum will appear as sho
in Ref. [32]. However, for85Rb atoms, the upper ex
cited state|3〉 (5D5/2) consists of three closely-spac
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els of cold
Fig. 1. Level configuration of the cascade type electromagnetically induced transparency, (a) is schematic diagram, (b) is energy lev
85Rb atoms.
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hyperfine levelsF ′′ = 2, 3, and 4 as shown inFig. 1(b).
The coupling laser will directly drive three sets of tra
sitions 5P3/2, F ′ = 3 → 5D5/2, F ′′ = 4, 5P3/2, F ′ =
3 → 5D5/2, F ′′ = 3, and 5P3/2, F ′ = 3 → 5D5/2,
F ′′ = 2. We define the coupling and probe laser
tuning as∆c = ωc − ω0 and∆p = ωp − ω21, respec-
tively (ω0 is the resonant frequency of the transiti
5P3/2, F ′ = 3 → 5D5/2, F ′′ = 3, ω21 is the resonan
frequency of the transition 5S1/2, F = 3 → 5P3/2,
F ′ = 3). Because the frequency separations of the
perfine components of 5D5/2 are quite small (less tha
10 MHz [33]), the 85Rb cascade system will exhib
clear multi-window EIT effect even with a moderate
intense coupling laser. The probe absorption spect
will display a line profile with multiple peaks corre
sponding to the multiple dressed states generate
the coupling between the three sets of transitions,
the multiple transparent windows with minimum a
sorption locate between the peaks. The correspon
probe dispersion will exhibit a line profile with no
mal steep slopes at several frequencies near the
tiple transparent windows. Therefore, the multi-le
cascade system supports slow group velocities sim
taneously for light pulses at different frequencies.

We carry out a theoretical calculation of a five-lev
system as shown inFig. 1(a). The Rabi frequencie
for the probe and coupling laser are defined as 2Ωp =
2µ21Ep/h̄ and 2Ωc = 2µ32Ec/h̄. The master equatio
is derived under the dipole interaction and the rotati
wave approximation as

ρ̇ = − i

h̄
[H,ρ] + γ21L21ρ + γ32L32ρ

(1)+ γ42L42ρ + γ52L52ρ.

Where the system Hamiltonian is written in the form

(2)H = H0 + HI .

H0 is the free Hamiltonian andHI is the interaction
Hamiltonian,

(3)

H0 = −h̄∆pσ22 − h̄(∆p + ∆c + δ1)σ44

− h̄(∆p + ∆c)σ33 − h̄(∆p + ∆c − δ2)σ55,

(4)

HI = −h̄Ωpσ21 − h̄a32Ωcσ32 − h̄a42Ωcσ42

− h̄a52Ωcσ52 + H.c.,

with δ1 = ω34 = 9 MHz, δ2 = ω53 = 7.6 MHz. σij =
|i〉〈j | (i, j = 1–5) are the population operators wh
i = j and dipole operators wheni �= j . a32, a42 and
a52 are the relative strengths of the three transiti
from the three hyperfine sublevels|3〉, |4〉 and |5〉
(F ′′ = 3, 4, 2) to the state|2〉 (F ′ = 3), anda32 : a42 :
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a52 ≈ 1 : 1.46 : 0.6. γij denotes the spontaneous em
sion rates from leveli to level j , hereγ32 = γ42 =
γ52 = γ = 0.97 MHz, Lij ρ describes the atomic de
cay from leveli to levelj and takes the form

(5)Lij ρ = 1

2
(2σjiρσij − σij σjiρ − ρσij σji ).

We numerically solve the density matrix equatio
of the five-level system in the steady state. The c
culated probe absorption [Im(ρ21)] and probe disper
sion [Re(ρ21)] versus the probe detuning∆p are plot-
ted in Fig. 2. The absorption spectrum exhibits thr
dips, and the corresponding dispersion profile exhi
three steep normal slopes, which should be usefu
supporting slow light pulses at different frequenci
Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c) show the calculated probe abso
tion and dispersion profiles for the coupling Rabi f
quenciesΩc = 4γ , 7γ , and 12γ , respectively, where
the coupling detuning∆c = −9γ . We find that the fre-
quency separations between the neighboring abs
tion peaks are proportional to the coupling intens
the width and the location of the EIT windows can
controlled by the intensity and the frequency det
ing of the coupling laser. As one example, the mu
level EIT system may be used to produce simulta
ously two slow photons at different frequencies, wh
may be used to generate photon entanglement e
tively [25].

3. Experimental set-up and results

Our experiment is carried out in a rubidium ato
MOT [34], and the experimental setup is briefly sho
in Fig. 3. The cooling and trapping beam (780 nm)
supplied by a 500 mW diode laser system (TOPTI
TA100), its frequency is stabilized by the saturated
sorption spectra method, and its linewidth is less t
1 MHz. The frequency of the trapping laser is re
detuned about 12 MHz to theF = 3 → F ′ = 4 transi-
tion by using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). T
repumping laser (780 nm) from a 50 mW diode la
(TOPTICA DL100) is tuned toF = 2 → F ′ transi-
tion of 85Rb D2 line. We get a near spherical ato
cloud with the diameter of 3 mm in the MOT, contai
ing about 5× 107 atoms, and the temperature of ato
cloud is about 100 µK. The coupling beam for EIT
taken from a Ti: sapphire laser (Coherent MBR11
Fig. 2. The calculated probe absorption spectra of multi-level
cade EIT in cold85Rb atoms. The probe laser scans across the t
sition 5S1/2, F = 3 → 5P3/2, F ′ = 3, ∆c = −9γ (γ = 0.97 MHz).
(a), (b) and (c) are forΩc = 4γ , 7γ , and 12γ , respectively. The
dashed lines are dispersion profiles.

and the beam diameter is 3 mm. The transverse m
of the above lasers are filtered to the fundame
Gaussian mode via single mode polarization main
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Fig. 3. The experimental setup for electromagnetically indu
transparency in cold atoms confined in a magneto-optical trap. P
polarizing beam splitter; PD: photodiode; L: lens; BS: beam split
M: mirror; AOM: acousto-optic modulator.

nance fibers. Another 50 mW diode laser (TOPTIC
DL100) supplies weak probe beam, the laser beam
ameter is 1 mm and laser power is 1 µW. Both the c
pling and the probe beams are linearly polarized. T
pass through the atom cloud in opposite directi
and overlap in the path via polarization beam spli
(PBS). A photodiode (PD) is used to detect the pr
light, and a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 22
is adopted to monitor and record the probe signals

In order to avoid the influence of the MOT laser, w
design a time sequence using AOMs and functio
generators (SRS DS345). The experiment is runn
at a repetition of 10 Hz. Inevery 100-ms period, th
cooling and trapping process last for 97.5 ms, and
scanning of the probe absorption remains 2.5 ms.
find that there is no obvious difference in the abso
tion spectra between the situations of MOT on a
MOT off, so in most time our experiment is carrie
out with the MOT on.

We tune the coupling laser nearly resonant to
transition 5P3/2, F ′ = 3 → 5D5/2, F ′′ = 3, and the
probe laser is scanned across the transition 5S1/2,
F = 3 → 5P3/2, F ′ = 2, 3, 4. When the couplin
beam is blocked, we get absorption spectrum of c
85Rb atoms as shown by dashed line inFig. 4, and
the linewidth of each absorption peak is broader tha
the natural linewidth of the corresponding transitio
This is caused mainly by Zeeman shift because we
not shut off the MOT magnetic filed during the p
riod of data acquiring. The solid line inFig. 4 shows
Fig. 4. Absorption spectra of the multi-level cascade type EIT
cold 85Rb atoms withΩc = 5γ and ∆c = −2γ , the probe lase
scans across the transitions 5S1/2, F = 3 → 5P3/2, F ′ = 2, 3, 4.
The dashed line is the absorption spectrum without the coup
laser, and the solid line is that with the coupling laser on. T
linewidth of the absorption peak is broadened by Zeeman shifts

the absorption spectrum of the probe laser with c
pling laser on, the absorption peak is broadened
is split into several peaks, and the dips between
absorption peaks are probe transparencies induced b
the coupling laser field. The system is quite diff
ent from that described in Ref.[25], here we selec
F = 3 → F ′ = 3 as the probe transition, and the po
sible coupling transition for observation of the casca
EIT are F ′ = 3 → F ′′ = 2, 3 and 4. The space b
tween the sublevelsF ′′ = 2 andF ′′ = 3 is 7.6 MHz,
and the space between sublevelsF ′′ = 3 andF ′′ = 4
is 9 MHz. When the coupling laser is near resona
with the F ′ = 3 → F ′′ = 3 transition, because of th
small spaces of 5D5/2 sublevels, one coupling lase
tuned to 5P3/2, F ′ = 3 → 5D5/2, F ′′ transition can be
regarded as several coupling fields, but with differ
detuning for differentF ′′. The reason of choosing suc
a level configuration is that with the smaller separat
of sublevels of 5D5/2 and the smaller Zeeman shift
5P3/2, F ′ = 3 sublevel, we expect to obtain more E
dips with high resolution in cold atoms.

We tune coupling laser nearly resonant to the tr
sition 5P3/2, F ′ = 3 → 5D5/2, F ′′ = 3, and investi-
gate the dependence of probe spectra on the cou
intensities. The experimental results with∆c = −2γ

are shown inFig. 5. Fig. 5(a) is the probe spectrum
with the coupling Rabi frequencyΩc = 2γ , the solid
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Fig. 5. The multi-level cascade type EIT spectra of85Rb with the different coupling laser intensities with∆c = −2γ , the probe laser scan
across the transitions 5S1/2, F = 3→ 5P3/2, F ′ = 3. (a), (b), (c), and (d) areΩc = 2γ , 4γ , 6γ , and 9γ , respectively. The solid curves are th
experimental data and the dashed lines are the calculated results withthe spectral broadened arbitrarilyto fit the experimental linewidth.
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curve is the experimental data, and the dashed lin
the calculated results withthe spectral broadened a
bitrarily to fit the experimental results. Our calculat
results are obtained with a suitable average width
4 MHz to account for the Zeeman spectral broad
ing. Fig. 5(b), (c), and (d) are forΩc = 4γ , 6γ , and
9γ , respectively. With the higher coupling intensi
we obtain the deeper and the broader transpar
dips. We find that, due to the closely spaced hyp
fine levels, the spectral resolution also reduced. Thi
effect, plus the finite laser linewidth, the Zeeman sp
ting from the magnetic field, and the dephasing effe
from the cooling laser and the repumping laser, le
to the line broadening in the observed spectra.

4. Conclusion

We perform an experimental study of multi-lev
cascade type electromagnetically induced transpar
in cold 85Rb atoms confined in a MOT. We obtain th
unusual absorption profiles with multi-window EIT.
is possible to realize slow photons with multiple d
ferent frequencies synchronously in such a multi-le
cascade EIT system and to improve the controllab
of quantum information based on EIT. We inves
gate the dependence of the probe absorption sp
on the coupling intensity. The calculations based
density matrix equations agree with the experime
results.
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